FLOWCHART FOR HOW GOVERNMENT ENSLAVES A FREE PEOPLE
JULY 4th, 1776

THEFT STAGE
Government Steals or Kidnaps a portion of people’s:
Take your pick: Freedom, religion, property, children, family, rights, time, life, health, sanity, travel/common conveyance right, Free Association, Identity, etc.
REPEAT
ASSENT STAGE:
Replace the truth that its THEFT, with the NON truth of written government laws, regulations, policies, officials, endless forms, court decisions, etc.
License where possible: Reduces freedom, encourages slavery mentality, raises revenue.
Justification 1: Try first “its just consent of the governed.” [Truth: Assumed Assent under unlawful actions and/or deception, fraud, propaganda, conspiracy, etc. ]
Justification 2: Protection [Truth: Protection for government.]
Justification 3: Equality [Truth: Goal is to make all people slaves, then all slaves equal…….but unequal to government.]
Justification 4: Jobs/Economy [Truth: Communism, Fascism, Socialism—all are antithesis of competition.]
Justification 5: Government Need [Truth: NON existent. Fabrication of alleged need for fulfillment purposes.]

Did the People Awaken to these
Actions?

YES

YES
Are They Close to Revolting?

Take Smaller Step: REPEAT

Try Pacifying Act: Court Chastisement Distraction,
Useless Regulation to be defeated Later, Distract with
Sex Scandal or voting, offer another candidate.

NO
NO
CONSENT STAGE:
Government assumes consent has replaced assent.[ If the people accept, it has. But the acceptance was based upon a fraud and now a deception.]
The NON truth in the ASSENT stage becomes CUSTOM and thus becomes a FORM of fabricated-truth for the individual. [e.g. millions “consent” that its “truthful” for
them to have a legal duty to file a tax return and thus customarily do so--and ironically chastise/convict those who truthfully do otherwise.]
Government reinforces with propaganda to insure custom replaces truth: Enslave further by continually telling them they are free with government as only choice.
Government assumes people’s acquiescence to the government theft is ACCEPTANCE for more theft.
IF REPEATED, RESULTS IN EVENTUALY SLAVERY AND REPLACEMENT...IN TIME...OF ALL GOVERNMENT [Self-defeating to all government in time]

